10:00 AM – 10:50 AM | Today, Tomorrow, and in the Future - What's Next and New at Concur

- Description: Come discover how innovation at Concur is directly impacting your role. For Travel Managers, our next generation Risk messaging and Active Monitoring solutions helps you manage employee safety. For Finance leaders, Expense Smart Drive helps you reduce personal automobile reimbursements by up to 20%. And for managers everywhere, our new Budget Insights solution provides you with a 360-degree view of budgets.

- Learning Objectives:
  o Learn how upcoming innovation from Concur can help you save money, increase visibility, and enhance the lives of your business travelers.
  o Get a glimpse into how Concur is exploring new ideas and technologies and building prototypes that advance the Concur Platform.

- Level:Introductory | Location: Grand Ballroom

11:00 AM – 12:00 PM | Automating AP with Concur Invoice

- Description: How can you extend the value of Concur across all Accounts Payable functions? Learn key trends in AP automation, with opportunities to gain big efficiencies with Concur Invoice. Get better insight and control of your company spending, including invisible spend not easily managed in existing AP and P2P solutions. This session will provide a complete functional overview of the Concur Invoice solution.

- Learning Objectives:
  o Learn about managing employee driven spend and automating Accounts Payable using Concur Invoice.
  o Understand what other customers do to optimize accounts payable and identify tips to improve capture efficiency, cycle time, and managing vendors.

- Level: Introductory | Location: California West

1:00 PM – 1:50 PM | TripLink – A Product and Asset Overview

- Description: Join this session to learn how the product features and functionalities of TripLink gives you visibility into traveler bookings and spend, no matter where they happen. Walk away with the tools and assets to effectively roll TripLink out to your end users and increase adoption rates, leading to a more successful travel program.

- Learning Objectives:
  o Learn about the features and functionality of TripLink.
  o Learn what tools and assets are available to roll out TripLink and increase adoption rates.

- Level: Intermediate | Location: California East

2:00 PM – 2:50 PM | Concur Expense and Concur Invoice: 2017 Product Roadmap

- Description: Join us to take a tour of the most impactful enhancements to our Spend Management solutions. We will review recent highlights and take a look at what’s planned through the end of 2017, including the new Expense user experience and gaining visibility through Budget Insight.

- Learning Objectives:
  o Learn about recent and upcoming product changes and enhancements.
  o Understand the high-level initiatives and themes influencing the product roadmap.

- Level: Introductory | Location: California West

3:00 PM – 4:00 PM | Win/Win: Connecting Apps to Concur to Enhance Visibility and Traveler Delight

- Description: Business travel can be costly and exhausting. Between last minute bookings, missed receipts, flight delays, crowded airports and cranky passengers, it’s not always easy for travelers or the finance team to stay calm and in control. Thankfully, Concur integrates with a host of mobile and enterprise apps that help take the pain out of travel while making expensing almost effortless. Join us to learn how Concur’s integration with mobile and business apps can benefit your traveler’s experience and help your finance team reduce costs, gain efficiencies and stay compliant.

- Learning Objectives:
  o Understand the value of Concur’s ecosystem strategy.
  o Understand specific partner apps that can be used by admins or employees to get more value from Concur.

- Level: Intermediate | Location: California East